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As the M.P.S left, they bowed awkwardly to Speaker in getting
up if in front rows or on reaching central space if not; and on
coming in they bowed either on entering, or on reaching open space.
Speaker under a canopy. Cheap effects of LI. G. looking round
as if challenging; trick of dropping his voice for last, rather
important word of sentence. Unpleasant Nonconformist voice.
He did not know his case, and having made a muddle deliber-
ately left the muddle. Truisms about values and will-to-win
cheered. Proposal to conscript Ireland loudly cheered a long
time by Tories. No applause as he sat down. The whole thing
a vast make-believe, with an audience of which a large part
was obviously quite unintelligent and content with the usual
hollow rot. LJL G.'s oratorical effects very poor—like a Lyceum
melodrama. Asquith with long hair very dignified, at home,
and persuasive.
Yacht CM, London, Wednesday, April loth.
Too much occupied and preoccupied with the British defeats,
the Government proposals for increasing the army, the publica-
tion of " The Pretty Lady ", political journalism, the gardening
and household difficulties, chill on the entrails, neuralgia, in-
somnia, Marguerite's illness, the nightly rehearsals in the small
drawing-room of a play for a Red Cross performance at Clacton,
and my new play—to be bothered with this journal or with
notes of any kind. However, I did at last, in spite of all dis-
tractions, get my play going, and it is going.
Meeting of British War Memorial Committee this afternoon.
Beaverbrook arrived. He told me that he liked " The Pretty
Lady " better than any other book of mine, and better than
any other modern book. As regards sales I hear that it is
" doing very nicely ".
Maurice Baring and F. Swinnerton dined with me to-night
at Yacht Club. After F. S. had gone, Maurice grew communi-
cative about the war. Knows Haig. Thinks him a real person-
ality, with decision, grit, and power of command Never rattled.
A good soldier; but not a genius. Henry Wilson a wind-bag.
He spoke in the highest terms of Trenchard, chief of Air Service;
also very highly of Cox, chief of Intelligence. He said that
Gough and others protested against having to take over extra
front, as ordered by War Cabinet. Gough's front was under-
manned and under-gunned. No reserves in France. Depots
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